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Concerns of Data Exchange

• Concerns of data exchange and 
interoperability in the International 
Data Spaces (IDS) Reference 
Architecture Model:
Quality is an aspect of “Data as a 
Commodity”.

• IDS has been proposed for
implementing the data spaces
foreseen by the European Data 
Strategy (cf. position paper)

Source: International Data Spaces Association

https://internationaldataspaces.org/
https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/publications/reference-architecture-model-3-0/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/european-data-strategy
https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/role-of-ids-in-implementing-the-european-data-strategy/
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From Data to Service Interoperability
• Like IDS, the upcoming federated

European data infrastructure GAIA-X
is also closely aligned with the EU 
Data Strategy.

• GAIA-X‘s scope is broader, also covers
cloud storage and services.

• Its “data” aspects will be based
largely on IDS.

Mostly covered by IDS “Data” aspect partly
covered by IDS

Source: German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (adapted)

• IDS and GAIA-X are
largely industry-
driven but also find 
public sector
application (cf. the
tender for the
German national 
mobility data
platform)

https://www.data-infrastructure.eu/
https://www.evergabe-online.de/tenderdetails.html?0&id=322425
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Linked Data Quality in General

Zaveri et al. (2015): systematic survey and conceptual
framework on linked data quality: 69 metrics for 18 
dimensions in 4 categories

→ adopted by W3C Data Quality Vocabulary DQV – can
be instantiated with ISO/IEC 25012 Data Quality model
and Zaveri‘s metrics

• Quality = fitness for use
• But first of all, follow the basic principles (5-star Open Data Principles; Linked Data principles; FAIR = Findable, 

Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable)

http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/content/quality-assessment-linked-data-survey
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/
https://5stardata.info/
https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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Linked Data Quality: Scenarios
German mobility data platform tender:
• “The system shall ensure that when metadata are captured or changed via the GUI, suitable automatic

mechanisms for checking data quality are applied, e.g., on the validity of URLs. Detected limitations of
metadata quality shall lead to a warning message to the data provider or to the rejection of the metadata
input.” (Later sections mention completeness, plausibility, …)

• “The system shall ensure that the data quality of the metadata held in the mobility data platform is regularly
checked in an automated way (e.g., accessibility of given URLs, schema conformity)”

• “The system shall provide suitable functionality for checking the quality of metadata and content and 
preparing and making the results available in a central place (e.g., provision as a dashboard)”

• Imagine further, mobility-specific quality metrics: does a dataset cover all motorways in a country; is specific
information for electric cars available; how well does a dataset support intermodal routing; …

Data quality dashboard example
from our own work (Luzzu, cf. 
next slide) →

https://www.evergabe-online.de/tenderdetails.html?0&id=322425
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Linked Data Quality: Tools

Aspect Luzzu SANSA

Availability https://luzzu.github.io/Framework http://sansa-stack.net/

Programming language Java Scala

Defining new quality 
metrics

Very easy for simple metrics; otherwise 
straightforward for programmers

Straightforward for programmers

Metrics implemented around 40 around 20

Scalability Fair – supports streaming and distributed 
loading, but no distributed computation

Excellent – distributed computation

User interface Simple web UI for non-technical end users Zeppelin notebooks for developers

State of maintenance One maintainer; not really a project going on A team; used in a few running projects

Big picture of a linked data
pipeline →

Two readily available LD quality
assessment tools in comparison↓

https://luzzu.github.io/Framework
http://sansa-stack.net/
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Linked Data Quality: How to get there
• Consider quality as a part of your overall data

architecture and governance: e.g., for urban 
mobility data platforms, there is the DIN SPEC 
91367 „Open Urban Platform“, which also 
addresses data quality

• In community efforts, consider crowd-sourcing
the production of high-quality data by providing
tools and setting standards (Dimou et al. 
(2017): Challenges as enablers for high quality 
linked data: Insights from the Semantic 
Publishing Challenge)

• Make quality metadata FAIR, such that they can 
be acted upon further. Source: Di Iorio, Lange, Dimou, Vahdati (2015)

https://www.fokus.fraunhofer.de/en/fokus/news/din-spec_2017
https://peerj.com/articles/cs-105/

